Uttar Pradesh, India TGA curves of GO, PBA and PBA-RGO are presented in Figure S1 . GO shows slight weight loss (~ 9%) below 100 0 C which is ascribed to adsorbed water molecule on the GO surface S1 .
Then it shows ~ 30% weight loss around 220 0 C due to the decomposition of the anchored oxygen containing functional group. In contrast, PBA-RGO displayed a very slight weight loss Figure S1 . TGA curves of GO, PBA and PBA-RGO at heating rate of 10 0 C/min in N 2 atmosphere S2 (~2%, due to adsorbed water molecule) below 100 0 C S1 and then presented a weight loss of ~3% below 220 0 C (due to oxygen functionality present on the graphene oxide surface), much lower than that of GO S1,S2 . It is worth noting that there is a weight loss up to 65% around 350 0 C which is originating from the evaporation/decomposition of the PBA molecules anchored noncovalently on the RGO surface. So, one can conclude that PBA-RGO has 65% and 35% PBA and RGO by weight respectively. The amount of oxygen functionality present in 100% RGO can be calculated from the above mentioned weight loss is around 8.5%. Comparing the oxygen functionality in GO (~ 30%) and RGO (8.5%), one can calculate the reduction % from GO to PBA-RGO and is around 71%. S8
